Cindermen Downed; Koch Sets Record

Competing in their second close contest in as many weeks, the varsity track team was edged out by Bowdoin last Saturday afternoon 72-78. The meet, a non-meet affair all the way, was not decided until the final event. The fresh were also downed by the Bowdoin 1,110, 77-48.

Outstanding for the Beavers were Brian White '41 and Joe Burris '41, both double winners. White led off with a 4:40.2 victory in the mile and followed with a 2:08.4 half. Burris topped the high jump and high hurdles, while taking second in the 400.

Other winners were Don Mannion '41 in the 100-yard dash, Captain Bill Nichols '47 in the hammer throw, and Nate Likier '40, a tie for first in the pole vault.

Dave Koch provided the highlight of the day in freshman遇见, pole vaulting 11' 11" to set a freshman outdoor record, thus elevating the old mark of 11' 9". Koch also was victorious in the high jump, while Neil Barclete scored a triple win in the 100, 220 and broad jump.

Bushleaguer

Barton House Takes 11 Track

The IN track meet was held last week and in the bout settled, Barton House emerged winner with a team total of 35 points, to score out Sigma Nu and Sigma Alpha Epsilon by one and three points respectively. The meet consisted of five individual contests and two team races.

Jim Hartung '46 from the Dale House took the broad jump with a distance of 19' 2". Heading for his mark but short was Neil Folin '46 of Sigma Nu and Dave Olsdor '40 from Barton.

The high jump went to Sigma Alpha Epsilon as Walt Humans '49 went over the 5' 8" mark. Second and third were taken by Chuck Gundilke '41 of Phi Gamma Delta and Hurley Klein '40 of Barton.

Hartung won his second event when he turned in a 10.9 second score for the 100-yard dash. On his heels were Don Prisette '41 at Sigma Nu and George Gilliott '40 of Barton.

Sigma Nu took both the 880 relay and the 880 medley. Their times were 1:30.7 and 1:43.8, respectively. Gayle Thota '41 and Lambda Chi Alpha followed in the relay, while Barton and Sigma Alpha Epsilon challenged in the medley.

The shotput, the final event, was captured by Humans with a winning heave of 43 feet. Barton completes in League VIII.

Softball Races Close

As the 111 softball season draws to a close, only one league race is settled. A rendition of the other contests shows two and three way ties that will have to be broken by playoffs.

The battle in League I is far from over as all is there to be won in the possible three way tie for top honors between Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Baker C and Sigma Nu. The league holds try for the second league where a two way tie has developed between Barton II and Top. This can become a three way split if Sigma Nu wins over the weekend.

League III is not such a close race as the race is now between Barton A and Pi Lambda Phi, both undefeated as they meet for the championship. League IV is up in the air as Decker Club can share first place with Sigma Phi Epsilon if they overcome Sigma Chi on Sunday. This is all in contrast to League V which has been won by Alpha A with a 5-0 record for the season.

Senior House is out in VI with a 4-1 slate but they will be in a three way tie with the winners of the Phi Nu Delta-Grad Game. League VII boasts a four race between Barton A and Grad Arena, while there may be a tie between Delta Delta and Epsilon.